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Abstract

Language has an aspect of universality and another aspect of particularity. Ethnic culture is conveyed through the aspect of particularity, and that is the very point which makes a nation particular and its culture distinct. Colonization by imposing colonial language and non-native cultural poetics perishes the aspect of particularity of the substrate language. However, the counteracting strategy of relexification appeals to the universality of superstrate language to transmit the particularity of substrate language. Ethnics folk stories, myths, mythical elements, fables, parables, proverbs, and idioms are interposed on the colonial language to make ethnic colonized culture universally palpable. In this regard, the aspect of universality is provided by the colonial superstrate language and the aspect of particularity by the colonized ethnic language. In general, because of the ubiquity of mythic elements in time and place, the folkloric aspect of relexified language gives nations the sense of dignified historical background and makes the relexified work relevant to a multitude of societies, rather than just one ethnic local community. This paper deals with the way Chinua Achebe uses the folkloric axis of relexified language to bring the particularities of Ibo culture on universal scale and above all to restore the dignity of Ibo cultural identity which was lost through colonial discourse: “Thus, as represented by Chinua Achebe, and contrary to the discourse of colonial anthropology, Umuofia, the primordial Igbo village emerges as a locus of reflective civility” (Irele 9). Achebe’s relexified language gives voice to Ibo experience throughout the English speaking world.

Language has an aspect of universality and another aspect of particularity. The capacity to speak and order the verbal or written signs in a manner that makes communication possible forms the universal aspects of all languages and derives from the universal fundamental raison d’être of languages regarding the survival of the human against nature. Though, every language is distinguishable from other languages based on the particularity of sounds, words, phrases, narrative structures, and narrative rhythm which overall form the particularity of language. Ethnic culture is carried on through the particularity of language, rather than its universality shared by all races, and that is the very point which makes a nation particular and its culture distinct.

Colonization first and foremost embarks on destroying the particularity of an ethnic language, preserving merely its universality, so that the transmission of culture from generation to generation comes to a dead point. While colonial language brings with it Western canonical literature and imposes non-native cultural poetics which can perish the aspect of the particularity of the substrate language, the counteracting strategy of relexified language appeals to the universality of superstrate language to transmit the particularity of substrate language.

Achebe restores the particularity of Ibo through the universality of communicative means provided by English. In this regard, he resorts to folkloric transposition in which African folk stories, myths, mythical elements, fables, parables, proverbs, and idioms are interposed on the universality of communication of colonial language to make Nigeria palpable for the colonial other, and for those who are “alien” with that culture. Through such technique he imposes the particularity of African linguistic identity on a European text: “Achebe has produced a fictionalized, sociolinguistic study which demonstrates his linguistic principles and evokes that very horror as the direct result of the cultural disintegration which necessarily follows the abandonment of linguistic identity” (Wasserman in Iyasere 84).

Folkloric transposition is the imposition of “conservative or traditionalist” (Ong 40) which Ong counts as a characteristic to set off orality from literacy. In textual cultures, knowledge is preserved in writing system, while primary oral cultures preserve and transmit knowledge through the sayings of the elders, proverbs, myths and so forth: “Knowledge is hard to come by and precious, and society regards highly those wise old men and women who specialize in conserving it, who know and can tell the stories of the days of old. By storing knowledge outside the mind, writing and, even more, print downgrade the figures of the wise old man and the wise old woman, repeaters of the past, in favor of younger discoverers of something new. (Ong 41)
Entangling elements of Ibo literary culture within colonial literary genre subverts the hierarchical walls between the two. This is parallel with the situation Bakhtin describes when folk humor entered Renaissance literature “the walls between official and unofficial literature were inevitably to crumble, especially because in the most important ideological sectors these walls also served to separate languages” (Bakhtin, Rabelais and His World 72).

Ibo folktales, in general, explain Ibo worldviews while mythological tales are the basis of oral history as they tell about the origins of Ibo communities, Ibo wars and tribal heroes. And like other societies, myths in African culture explain the wonders of nature, provide the narratives of the creation, and recount the activities of divine beings. Legends, on the other hand, generally describe the actions of people and often commemorate heroes. Unlike innovative current proverbs which form the dynamic aspect of Ibo language, folk tales and myths, transmitted from one generation to the next as embodiment of collective folk mind, constitute the noncreative static aspect of Ibo language while they serve the purpose of oral literature which is not only entertainment but also instruction.

The imposition of myths, legends and folktales upon an African narrative written in European language is for the greater purpose of bringing the local to the universal scale as myths have both national and universal overtones. Myths are by nature collective and communal; they bind a tribe or a nation together in common psychological and spiritual activities. In The Language of Poetry, edited by Allen Tate, Philip Weelwright explains, “Myth is the expression of a profound sense of togetherness of feeling and of action and of wholeness of living” (11). Moreover, myth is a dynamic factor everywhere in every human society; it has the capacity to transcend time, to unite the past (traditional modes of belief) with the present (current values) and reach the future (spiritual and cultural aspirations). Because of the ubiquity of myth in time and place, the existence of mythological accounts in ‘national allegories’ give nations the sense of dignified historical background. Besides the fact that such folkloric, mythic and legendary aspect of the narrative makes the works (of Achebe) relevant to a multitude of societies, rather than just those of Nigeria.

Spatial and temporal narrative treatments bind the whole stories of Things Fall Apart and Arrow of God with the myth of origin. First, the opening sentence of Things Fall Apart immediately locates Umoufia within uncertain physical borders: “Okonkwo was well known throughout the nine villages, and even beyond” (3). The vagueness with which the narrator indicates the outer limits of Okonkwo’s fame reflects the tribe’s limited awareness of its location in space, of its specific place in the world. According to Irele, the vagueness of spatial treatment also: “accords with the curious indefiniteness of its name, Umoufia, or “people of the forest,” a name that also doubles as that of the novel’s locale, designating a community firmly situated within the natural world” (Irele 8).

Second, not only the geographical borders of Umoufia are treated with the same uncertainty that we find in myths but also the temporal span of the story are vague:

The land of the living was not far removed from the domain of the ancestors. There was coming and going between them, especially when an old man died, because an old man was very close to the ancestors. A man’s life from birth to death was a series of transition rites which brought him nearer and nearer to his ancestors. (Achebe, Things Fall Apart 86)

Achebe tries to impose the mythological time treatment of Ibo calendar on his narrative. In the traditional Ibo calendar, there are four days in a week the names of which are derived from the mythology of the Kingdom of Nri; Eke, Oye, Afo, and Nkwo. In such calendar, there are seven weeks in one month and a month has 28 days. Overall, there are 13 months in a year. (See Key to the Igbo language by Vin. Onyema Okeke) The traditional time keepers in Iboland are the priests; the point is clearly referred to in Arrow of God as priest Ezeulu is the one responsible for declaring the harvest time or the beginning of the new moon: “This was the third nightfall since he began to look for signs of the new moon” (1).

Unlike rural novels, with mythological time treatment, in urban novels there are explicit time references as the narrative is approaching the textual qualities of colonial prose. In A Man of the People there occurs a great distance from mythical time by referring to historical facts such as “the postal strike of 1963” (25) during which exchange of letters was impossible. Or referring to Chief Nanga’s taking offence at his being called “M.A. Minus Opportunity”, Samalu writes: “When I first knew Mr. Nanga in 1948 he had seemed quite happy with his nickname . . . . in 1964 he was valiantly proving that a man like him was better without it” (26). Apart from clear temporal references, there are explicit spatial references: “I thought I should first pay a short visit to my home village, Urua, about fifteen miles from Anata” (27). Or regarding his girl friend, Elsie, Samalu lets us know that “Now she was working in a hospital about twelve miles outside Bori” (26). There are clear references to “the small trading town of Giligili” (41) where Samalu lived as a boy and “the completion of the road between Giligili and Anata” (42).

Mythic temporal references are evident in the language of the people who belong to the social class of adherents of rural traditional culture or the stratum of illiterate villagers. For example, Edna’s father uses a mythic time to refer to the duration of her wife’s illness: “Her body has not been hers since the beginning of the rainy season” (A Man of the People
91). However, the social class of Western educated urban people, represented by Samalu or Nanga, has strict temporal and spatial references: “I returned to Ananta on 23rd December” (85).

The third reason that makes the whole narrative of Achebe’s Things Fall Apart seem as the legend of Umoufia is the evocation of a wrestling contest between the eponymous founder of the town and “a spirit of the wild” which parallels the Old Testament story of Jacob wrestling with the angel, an encounter that leaves him forever lame: “the founder of their town engaged a spirit of the wild for seven days and seven nights” (1). The parallel suggests the mighty origin of African tribes.

Such mythic treatment of tribal origin establishes what Gikandi has called “the Igbo epistemology” (Gikandi 31-38). According to Irele “Thus, as represented by Chinua Achebe, and contrary to the discourse of colonial anthropology, Umoufia, the primordial Igbo village, emerges as a locus of reflective civility” (9). According to Jan Mohamed, “in its novelistic form the story of Okonkwo is unique and historical, yet it is told as if it is a well-known myth” (Whittaker et al 87).

Fourth, diverse topics of narratives sustained in the overall narrative of the novel are narrated as if they are circulated oral tales. For example, regarding the ritual sacrifice of Ikemefuna, the narrator says his story “is still told in Umoufia unto this day” (Achebe, Things Fall Apart 9), or regarding Okonkwo it is said that the story of his poverty “was told in Umoufia” (12). Diverse narrative pieces woven together are treated as communal property passed on from one generation to the next via oral narration. The story of Umoufia is also one that “the old men” (3) agreed was one of the most laudable exploits “since the founder of their town engaged a spirit of the wild for seven days and seven nights” (3).

Not only the whole account of Things Fall Apart is narrated as a sustained myth, people also lead a life based on mythic explanations. Ekwefi, Okonkwo’s second wife suffers from child miscarriage her previous “nine children had [all] died in infancy, usually before the age of three” (Achebe, Things Fall Apart 55). Ekwefi links her problem to supernatural world by believing that “her own evil chi” denies her child. As the result of the matter, Ezinma tries to be linked with spiritual world by finding her iyi-uw.

In Things Fall Apart, collective folk mind concerning false sense of temporality is explicated via a folktale. Okonkwo during the Week of Peace loses his temper and beats his wife severely at which point he is described as “the little bird nza” in allusion to the tale of nza. Nza is a bird which overfeeds itself so much so that it forgets how little it once was and challenges hunters to shoot it. Like the nza bird, Okonkwo’s affluence blinds him so that he momentarily loses his sense of time.

Achebe also weaves folk tales into the texture of his narrative to illuminate Ibo community values in both form and content of his narrative. As a case in point, the tale about the Earth and the Sky in Things Fall Apart emphasizes the interdependency of the masculine and the feminine. Apart from transmitting folk wisdom and cultural values, tales as well serve the functional end of commenting on current situation. As an instance, the narrated tale in chapter 11 of Things Fall Apart concerns a tortoise that could not fly yet claimed to speak for all the birds. The wisdom of the tale concerns the monologism of state system whereby a single individual or a single stratum claims to speak for all social strata. In Anthills of the Savannah His Excellency strives to be the single voice and in No Longer at Ease the Western-educated stratum of elites struggles to win the power dominancy. Achebe in his 1974 essay “Chi in Igbo Cosmology”, comments on the language of his people, noting that:

Since Igbo people did not construct a rigid and closely argued system of thought to explain the universe and the place of man in it, preferring the metaphor of myth and poetry, anyone seeking an insight into their world must seek it along their own way. Some of these ways are folk tales [and] proverbs. (161, emphasis added)

Approaching the stylistic analysis of urban novels it appears that the narrative strategies though lean towards textuality to reflect the advance and ultimate settlement of colonial textual culture are still oral. In A Man of the People, Max in his inaugural political campaign speech does not hesitate to resort to the folk tale to concretize the political situation of the country for the villagers. He embarks on narrating the story of a hunter who shoots a big game at night, but due to the darkness cannot find it, so he turns back the next morning only to find out that two vultures are fighting over the game. In his anger, the hunter shoots the vultures. Max interprets the folktale for the audience:

You may say that he was foolish to waste his bullet on them but I say no. He was angry and he wanted to wipe out the dirty thieves fighting over another man’s inheritance. That hunter is yourselves. Yes, you and you and you. And the two vultures-P.O.P. and P.A.P. . . . (Achebe, A Man of the People 126)
Chapter eight of *Anthills of the Savannah* narrates the myth of Idemili to impart the dangers of seeking power. In the middle of the myth, the narrator also seizes the opportunity to refer to the ancient origin of Nigeria, as ancient as the circulated myths:

*Idemili, travelling through the country disguised as a hunter, saw this and on her return sent a stream from her lake to snake through the parched settlements all the way to Orimili, the great river which in generations to come strange foreigners would search out and rename the Niger.* (94)

The myth is to stress the fact that before the arrival of “strange foreigners”, the land had a history and civilization though the act of renaming the river by “strange foreigners” de-possessed the Africans from their inherited land. Through his relexified language, Achebe is able to give voice to a native Nigerian experience and on broader scales African experience throughout the English speaking world.

Achebe’s cultural chronology is an answer to the Westerns who believed that culture and civilization spread from Europe to Africa as the Africans were the inferior race. The extreme form of this view is expressed in Grimm brothers’ classic work *Household Tales*. In the introduction of this classical work it is stated that if any similarities were found between tales told in Africa and those told in Europe, the former should be seen as offshoots of the Indo-European culture: “The Grimm brothers made such a statement because they were working under the prejudice that culture can only spread from a superior to an inferior people, not the other way round—and Africa was of course considered racially inferior to Europe” (Okpewho 7). Moreover, it is stated that if similarities are found between African and European folktales that is because Europeans brought their tales to Africa during the period of slave trade (Thompson 438). In his rural works, Achebe interweaves the local tales which date back to African pre-colonized era. Regarding the point, textual moments of cultural overtones via linguistic or folkloric transpositions are moments of dialogical experience: “Bakhtin will accept that dialogism is only perceptible in very specific textual moments, when linguistic structures-syntactic, lexical or generic- appear as the expression of particular, delimited ‘points of view’” (Hirschkop & Shepherd 9).

While folks, legends and myths enforce rich Ibo cultural history on the language, proverbs impose folk wisdom and make it transfer from generation to generation. In *Things Fall Apart*, proverbs are often used by elders of the clan: “As the elders said, if a child washed his hands he could eat with kings. Okonkwo had clearly washed his hands and so he ate with kings and elders” (6). The contextual interpretation is that although Okonkwo was a young man, he became rich through hard work and personal achievements, and so he became one of the lords of the clan by taking some of the titles that the elder and greater men had taken (Obaa 8).

In *Arrow of God*, we read “We have a saying that a man may refuse to do what is asked of him but may not refuse to be asked, but it seems the white man does not have that kind of saying where he comes from” (86). The example clearly proves that for Ibo people proverbs are more than just sayings but have turned to unwritten folk rules by which people live.

Although in urban novels the style of writing approaches the prose form of Western textuality, the proverbs still run throughout the novel as the reminding residue of poetic language and oral culture of Ibo society. Samalu says “Our people have a saying that when one slave sees another cast into shallow grave he should know that when the time comes he will go the same way” (*Achebe, A Man of the People* 36). Samalu says this proverb when being guests at Chief Koko's house, he and Chief Nanga assumed that Koko was poisoned to death. Witnessing Nanga's tremendous fear, Samalu, through this proverb imparts the significance that Nanga felt personally threatened, otherwise he did not seem to concern for Koko.

In *Anthills of the Savannah*, the Abazonian elder who takes the honor of introducing Ikem to the crowd, through using a proverb, delicately reminds that Ikem Osodi, the successful editor of national Gazette, is from Abazon: “the cock that crow in the morning belongs to one household but his voice is the property of the neighborhood” (112). In fact the old man is implying that though Ikem is now living in the capital city of Bassa to benefit the State politicians he is from Abazon. Oral cultures made frequent use of sayings and later on the practitioners of literacy followed this tradition: “Literate persons, from medieval florilegia collectors to Erasmus (1466–1536) or Vicesimus Knox (1752–1821) and beyond, have continued to put into texts sayings from oral tradition” (Ong 17).

Moving beyond micro-linguistic features or the strategies associated with translanguaging, there are discourse conventions associated with myths, legends, folktales, aphorisms, incantations, tongue twisters and riddles found in the source language. Some Yorùbá and Igbo writers have used the conventions of storytelling in their native languages in the stories which they write in English. This has resulted in the production of “two distinctive tribal prose styles” in Nigerian literature (Lindfors 59). The Samoan writer Albert Wendi uses the conventions of Samoan storytelling in his English prose
fications. He is described as “the true heir of the Samoan storyteller, the tusitala, in that he can reproduce in dialogue many characteristic modes of speech…” (Bardolph 51).

In some case, instead of myths, legends or folk writers impose vernacular philosophies. As a case in point, R. K. Narayan and Raja Rao use Gandhian philosophy in their literary works. Regarding Narayan’s novels and short stories, Goswami writes: “Gandhian philosophy is used as a backdrop to the events of day-to-day life” (74). In Waiting for the Mahatma, Narayan narrates the story of Sriram, the spoiled grandson of a rich grandmother, who is drawn to Mahatma Gandhi’s philosophy through his interest in one of the followers of Gandhi, Bharati. In Kanthapura, Rao mingles Gandhian philosophy with the narration of an old rustic woman who tells the story of change brought about by colonial imposition.

The imposition of folks, myths, legends, fables, proverbs and vernacular philosophies reminds the colonized that they had a rich cultural history before colonial domination. However, above all these cultural elements have the subversive role of othering the Western reader. Believing that “not all experience can be contained by the English language or the corresponding prevailing European worldview” (Lewis 96), colonized writers imbue their texts with vernacular cultural elements to remind that in the colonized’s eyes the Western reader unfamiliar with ethnic local culture and traditions is the other of the narratives.
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